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Current RAG status
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of Cardiff Council (CC) (gharcombe@cardiff.gov.uk)

Green

Neighbourhood Indicators:

Neighbourhood chairs and neighbourhood partnership officers to agree which issues need to be escalated
to the attention of the Neighbourhood Partnership programme lead. This will be done where negative trends are evidenced or a number of
red/red amber RAG status are being identified throughout the neighbourhood action plans.

Issue: Anti-Social Behaviour

Issue: Local Environment

Source: South Wales Police Data
Source: Waste Education & Enforcement/CRC

Story and context for current trend
The above shows a monthly trends chart for ASB within the
Cardiff South West neighbourhood. This neighbourhood
has seen an increase in overall ASB from 462 in the last
quarter to 597 this quarter which shows an increase of 135
incidents or 29.2%. If compared to the same quarter last
year where the total was 672 however, there has been a
decrease of 75 incidents or 11.2%. Nevertheless further
analysis suggests Riverside ward is currently undergoing an
opposite trend, with an increase of 35 incidents or 29.9%
when compared to the same quarter last year where the
total was 117. South Wales Police, on behalf of the
Community Safety sub-group, are currently undertaking a
study of ASB reports in Riverside to establish possible links
to alcohol consumption on football match days.
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In 2015/16 there were 38 fixed penalty notices (FPNs)
issued for littering in Cardiff South West; 7.9% of the total
amount for Cardiff. This represents a rate of 6.9 per 10,000
population and is around half the Cardiff rate of 13.6. Over
the same period there were 7 FPNs issued in the NPA for
dog fouling; 24.1% of the Cardiff total. This equates to 1.3
per 10,000 population, above the figure for Cardiff (0.8).
Waste management have reported no fly tipping
prosecutions for this period. In May Cardiff South West
partners arranged a litter pick in Plymouth Great Woods
with plans to develop further litter picks that more closely
involve community members.

Issue 2

Issue: JSA Claimant Rate (Pop. Aged 16-64) – NPAs, September 2010 – September 2015

Source: JSA Claimant Count, Nomis, ONS

Story and context for current trend

Across the Neighbourhood Partnership areas, the JSA claimant rate in September 2015 ranged from just 1.6% in Cardiff
North to 3.9% in Cardiff South West. The JSA claimant rate followed a similar pattern across each of the NPAs between
September 2010 and September 2015, with the Cardiff South West area generally lagging behind. All of the NPAs have
seen their rates decline over the period despite initial upward trends, with this reduction ranging from 1.1 percentage
points in Cardiff North to 1.9 percentage points in City & Cardiff South. The difference between the highest and lowest
NPA rates has also fallen from 2.8 percentage points in September 2010 to 2.3 percentage points in September 2015. The
newly initiated Improving Youth Outcomes group will look to assist partners in reducing the number of Not in EETS within
the Cardiff South West area.

Milestones Achieved
ID
Misc.

Misc.

Misc.

2.1

Milestones Achieved in this reporting period
Neighbourhood Partnership Fund 2016/17
During the lead up to the launch of the 2016/17 Neighbourhood Partnership Fund on 5th April, partners
supported and promoted the fund via social media, newsletters and by word of mouth. Local community
groups and organisations were contacted and provided with information relating to the fund including;
guidance notes, application processes and deadlines. A total of 5 applications were submitted to the Cardiff
South West Neighbourhood Fund with 2 applications being approved, leaving £8,200.00 remaining in the fund,
the deadline for applications to the second round of funding is Monday 26th September
Cardiff South West Action Plan
Following the annual Action Plan Review, the new Neighbourhood Partnership Action Plan for 2016/17 has
been completed and will be available next quarter.
Funding Surgeries
Two funding surgeries were held on May 4th at Ely & Caerau Hub and May 11th at South Riverside Community
Development Centre, attended by C3SC to support potential applicants with information and potential links
with other organisations. In all three organisations groups attended, however all unfortunately were
unsuccessful or failed to apply. Further support has been offered to these groups with the aim of improving
future applications.
Social Prescribing
Following work at Caerau Lane Surgery with ACE Communities First, additional social prescribing trialled at St
David’s Court Surgery with BRG Communities First. The latter work has now been adopted by the new
Wellbeing 4U team with BRG Communities First assisting in linking patients to groups and developing a new
Riverside running club following feedback from patients.
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Mental Health Awareness Week 8th - 14th May
Partners were encouraged to help promote Mental Health awareness week and link in with the Samye
Foundation for holding Mindfulness sessions. ACE Communities First signposted residents to existing
Mindfulness provision at The Getaway whilst BRG Communities First organised a one off community session
linked in with healthy eating.
Parkway Health Facility Consultation
Two consultations supported (one partner orientated, a second at the community) for a new GP Cluster bid to
develop health facilities at the Parkway site in Ely. This will link in with community groups and work for social
prescribing.
Active Travel
Parents of Kitchener Primary School met to discuss initiating a new walking bus project managed by parent
volunteers. With support from the School, Neighbourhood Partners and Living Streets, the parent group agreed
to raise awareness of the idea and set up an appeal for volunteers in the new school term.
MECC Training for Pharmacists
Pharmacists have agreed to take part in MECC training however an agreed date is still under discussion and
arrangements are currently under way with the Public Health team. Bringing together Cardiff South West
Pharmacists will be used to establish a new forum linking into other Action Plan tasks such as the C-Card
scheme.
Motorcycle Annoyance
The off road bike multi - agency team have undertaken 4 targeted operations 3 of which took place to the West
of the City, from this they have seized 5 vehicles (bikes and quads), issued 3 section 59 warnings, made 3 ASB
referrals, and recovered 1 stolen bike leading to an arrest being made. The Ely and Caerau Neighbourhood
Policing Sector are piloting a newsletter with further details of relevant activity.
Plymouth Woods Litter Pick
A litter pick in partnership between Men in Sheds (Ely), Cardiff Rangers and Keep Wales Tidy took place 25th
May. The event went well with 7 volunteers and 2 staff members who collected over 30 bags including;
flytipped household waste, carpets, clothes, nappies, mattress springs, bottles, cans and fencing.
Riverside Community Garden
An Open Day was held on 4th June which included tours, food and an opportunity for people to ‘have a go at
growing’. The event was successful, and the garden will now be open the first Saturday of every month so
people can volunteer and experience the garden.
Youth Action Group – Improving Youth Outcomes
In partnership with Cardiff Youth Service, a Youth Action Group (YAG) under a title “Improving Youth
Outcomes” was set up for the Cardiff South West area including key stakeholders who deliver activities for
young people in the area. Evolving from the North Ely Youth Club ASB Task & Finish group, the first meeting
took place June 14th where partners agreed topics to prioritise, including Youth Provision, Not in EETs, Healthy
Relationships (Sexual Health, C-Card Points, Teenage Pregnancy), Aspirations and Substance Misuse (Drugs).

Milestones Not Achieved
Milestones Not Achieved
Childcare Solutions Workshop
Supporting Families sub-group and relevant partners
to take part in a workshop aimed at exploring
solutions to the expense of childcare, with an aim to
agree a trial idea and case study.
Incredible Edible Ely
IEE Group to initiate new propaganda gardens using
local volunteers and partner organisation’s available
space.
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Comment
This approach to be picked up by the new Flying Start Childcare
Partnership group which will next convene 16th September.

To replace this initiative for the time being, the Health &
Wellbeing sub-group agreed to set up a new Community
Gardening Task & Finish group in the Quarter 2 period. As well as
encouraging networking, an aim of the new group will also be to
set up one or more healthy eating gardens on doctor surgeries
and link in with plans for a future patient participation group.
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Next Reporting Period:
ID

Key milestones for Next Reporting Period:

Misc.

Neighbourhood Partnership Fund 2016/17
Support and promote Round 2 of the Cardiff Neighbourhood Partnership Fund
2016/17.
Funding Workshops
A series of Neighbourhood Partnership Funding Surgeries coordinated in partnership
with C3SC are set to take place across the City, including Cardiff South West, during
August and September with a view to encourage and assist community groups and
organisations to apply to the fund.
Girlguiding Adult Volunteer Appeal
Support Girlguide groups in Cardiff South West for a new adult volunteer appeal.
Patient Participation Group
Support GP Cluster in linking in with key partners and establish plan for initiating a
new cluster wide patient participation group.
Active Travel
Support parents with children attending Kitchener Primary School in setting up new
walking bus scheme.
Initiate Community Gardening Task and Finish Group
Bring together key partners and community garden members in Cardiff South West to
support existing work and set up new GP surgery edible gardens.
MECC Training for Pharmacists
Support Public Health team in holding MECC session for Cardiff South West
pharmacists and use opportunity to establish a new forum for additional work.
Syrian Refugee Scheme
Support Taff Housing to make links with partner organisations for their Syrian Refugee
scheme.
WRAP Training
Extend WRAP training to YMCA and Cardiff City Football Club.
Alcohol Awareness Campaign
South Wales Police to provide break down of non-domestic violence figures in south
Riverside with a view of developing a possible selling of alcohol awareness campaign
with retailers.
Ely & Caerau Place-Making
Installation of a noticeboard providing information regarding the Caerau iron age
hillfort, it’s historical importance within the area and community involvement within
on site investigations.
Community Space
Work with Cardiff Riding School, the Bone Yard, Pontcanna Allotments and Riverside
Community Garden to use converted shipping containers for providing
accommodation in enabling activities to be run by community groups and small
enterprises.
Student Volunteering
Support the head of Michaelston Community College to establish a marketplace event
highlighting volunteer opportunities to students and link in with further work to
establish a suite of extra-curricular activity roles at the school.
Cannabis Scratch Cards
Support the Switched-On team in tailoring a new Cannabis Scratch Card scheme based
on the Cardiff South East model but with more emphasis on the consequences of
cannabis dealing.
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Significant Current Workstream Risks:
ID

Date Raised

Description

Owner
Initials

Countermeasure(s)/Contingency

Misc.

10/15

NA

MD

NA

Status

Green

Decisions Required from the Cardiff Partnership Board:
None.

Author Sign-Off and Assurance:
Report Author
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